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w/backer.products are manufactured with 7 plies of 10070 quality Radiata Pine veneers bonded together in a cross banded construction with phenolic resin.
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HUMIDITY
During its manufacturing panel humidity is controlled and stabilized to 8% moisture content.
QUALIry CERTIFICATION
Testforphysica|andmechanica|propertiesarecaniedoutdai|ybyproductionandqua|itycontro|team
forexteriorglue(WBP) toensurethatall productsfulfill thestandardsandnormssetinPSl-95. TulsaalsoteststheirboardstocurrentEUnormsof EN636:2andEN13986:2,and
consistantly achieve a CE2+
Tulsa aware
allow their reuse, thud becoming friendly [o the enviroment.fi..
TECHNICAL PROPOSITIONS OF USE
It is important for TULSAF0RM MDO to be oiled twice before first use, and once thereafter before each successive pour.
r In work, store the panels on a flat and dry surface and under a roof or provisional cover, piling up them tidily on pieces of wood

of 50mm x 50mm or 50mm x 75mm intransverse

to the length.

rThe panel comes from factory with its edges painted. lf the board is cut and the wood exposed, this must be sealed with water resistant or rubberized paint, this will avoid any
damage caused by capillary penetration of humidity.
t Use lhe appropriate form remover (same as recommended, chemical reactive releases for non porous surfaces)
to prevent damage to the faces which might occur with metallic tools.
.Although TULSAFORM MDO 323 Overlay panels are very resistant to the abrasion and impact, as with any highly finished surface, care must be taken during cleaning and use to
prevent damage. Always use the appropriate vibrators and techniques to protect the panels surface.

TULSAFORM MDO 323 Film Overlay panels are produced using low polluting emission Phenolic resins in accordance European E-1 norms. The glue line fully meets the requirements
ofexterior bondino class 3 to BS EN 314 - 2: 1993

